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Commentary on the Pentateuch, translated and explained by
Rabbi SAMSON RAPHAEL HIRSCH, rendered into English by
Dr. Isaac Levy (Genesis - London, 1959; Exodus - London,
1956; Leviticus, Parts I and II - London, 1958)

Reviewed by Simon Langer

s. R. Hirsch's. commentary on
the Pentateuch has been hailed as
a classic since the publication of

the first volume, Bereshit, in 1867.
According to the author, the goal
of the commentary was to expound
the text by ascertaining the exact

meaning of the words, their ety~
mology and origin, and to establish,
on the basis of halakhic and ag-

gadic "interpretations, the Jewish
Weltanschauung.

As many as six editions were
published until the rise of Hitler

when Jewish life in Germany came
to an end. These attest to the im-
portance of this monumental work
which has enriched the libraries of
many orthodox and even non-or-
thodox homes. It has immeasur-
ablyenhaneed the study of the
Chumash. As a fountain of inspira-
tion for young and old, it has

deepened the understanding of, and
love for, Torah.

It may be stated, without ex-
ageration, that no other comment-
ary published in our times, whether
in Hebrew or any foreign language,
has achieved such wide popularity,
and this in spite of the peculiarly

complex style characterizing . the
work. Hirsch reveals himself not
only as a briiant commentator, he

is also a thorough-going exegete,

a forceful preacher, and a saga-

cious teacher who solves inherent
difculties or apparent. contradic-

tions in the text in a masterly fash-

ion. Thus, the most diffcult pas-
sages become clear and understand-
able. His commentary gives elo-
quent evidence to the reasons why
S. R. Hirsch has become the fore-
most modern exponent of Ortho-
dox Judaism.

His monumental work has now
been made accessible to English-
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speaking Jewry in the expectation

that its appeal wil be as great to
them as it was to German-speaking
Jews. The translation is by Dr. Isa-
ac Levy of London, a grandson of

Hirsch, to whom we owe a lasting
debt of gratitude for this singular,
effort.

It is not within the scope of this
review fully to evaluate Rabbi S. R.
Hirsch's philosophy or his views on
Bible criticism, or even his system
of etymology which is based on the
interrelation of sounds and which
makes his commentary unique. All
this has been done in masterly fa-
shion in the profound~ searchig'

preface contributed by Dayan Dr.
1. Grunfeld of London, who is
justly considered as the outstand-

ing exponent and connoisseur of
Hirsch's writings. The sole purpose
of this review is to evaluate the

possible impact of Hirsch's com-
mentary, in its present form, upon .
the modem English reader, and
the meaning of his exegesis for
our tie. Our discussions wil be

ilustrated by some relevant ex-
amples.

There can be no doubt that Dr.
Isaac Levy was faced with a most
difcult task. Indeed it is quite im-
possible to translate Hirsch literally,
since his language is an altogether

original blend of prose and poetr.
On the other hand, a mere general
translation wil never give the zest,
the flavor, and the pathos which are
the ingredients of this commentary
and which account for its appeal
to the masses.

Hirsch's insights reflect the deep~
est core of human experience, and
his commentar' is therefore as rel-
evant to our contemporary scene
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as to antiquity. The outer garbs of
the classic past and the shifting
present may difer, styles of
thoughts and fads of practice may
change, but man's struggles with
his primitive drives, his environ-

ment, his conscience, and his basic
pattern of behavior are the same
in all eras. A sympathetic appraisal
of these conflcts involves a per-

ceptive underštanding of man's very
essence rather than his changing

modes of life. The proper under-
standing of antiquity, therefore,
sheds an iluminating light on the
present. Hirsch's sensitivity and his
abilty to gauge deeply the feelings

of the various personalities of the

Chumash invests his commentary
with perennial value and timeliess.

Hirsch's approach is often so origi-
nal that the reader is constantly

astonished at his profound under~

standing. Hirsch can elicit, almost
casually, a wealth of meaning from
simple words and phrases. A nu-
ance of a word, an inflection of a
sound, and a seemigly unimpor-
tant deviation of syntax, often en-

dow 'the text with new meaning,
perspective, and revelation.

A proper appreciation of Hirsch's
unsurpassed qualities as a com-
mentator may best be gained by an
examination of his analytical ap-
proach to family relationships. In
some passages Hirsch's analyses of
familal love and power struggles
are at least as penetrating as, and

probably more sound than, present
theories on parent-child relation-
,ships. Hirsch was especially con-
cerned with the emotional beha-
vior of parents and childreR as
highlighted in some chapters of Be-
reshit. In order best to comprehend
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the author's gift as a savant of the
soul, paricularly the Jewish nesha-

mah, we ought to'make special ref-
erence to some crucial biblical
texts.

His view, of the Jacob-Esau
struggles is typically original and

daring. The author prefaces his
interpretation with the principle

that .our Sages do not refrain from
revealing the errors and limitations
of our ancestors since they all pro-
vide instruction and guidance for
us. As. the patriarch Jacob is
openly criticized for favoritism t.o-
ward Joseph, Isaac and Rebecca
are taken to task for their educa-

tional policies. In the great em-
phasis on the nuances of language

characterizing Hirsch's exegesis, the
phrase va-yigdelu ha-nearim serves
as a point of departure for his
views:

As long as they were little, no
attention was paid to the sIum~

berig diferences 'in their na-
tures. Both had exactly the
same teaching and educational
treatment, and ,the great law of
chanokh le'naar al pi darko,
meaning that .each child must. be
treated according to its own po-
tentialities with. ar eye to the
latent tendencies of his natUre,

was. forgotten.
Although allot Abraham's de-

scendants were. to De bearers of

'., the same ideal -- thedissemina-
tion of: justice and righteousness

, - each was tô, fulfil his destiny
in a fashion proper. to' his. per-
sonality and endowment byna-
ture or inheritance'.

Strengthând courage, no less
than brain' 'and loftý thought and
flnefeeling, are to have their rep-

resentatiyes before God, and all,
in the most varied way of their
callings, are to achieve the one,
great common task of life.
This principle, Hirsch maintains,

was overlooked by Isaac and Re-
becca. Had Esau been allowed to
develop according to his own in-
nate abilties and propensities he

might have become a different man.
e Our Sages believed in the fier
side of Esau's temperament as evi-
denced in their criticism of Jacob's
hiding his daughter Dinah from
his brother. Rashi mentions the
possible rehabiltative effects on

Esau that might have resulted from
his marriage to Dinah L Gen.
32:22).)', Some may disagree with
Hirsch's conclusions, because he-
redity also plays an important
role, yet his conclusions are ori~

ginal and ring true.
The relevance of ths historical

and psychological analysis to .our
own day is 'manifest. All readers
know .of many instances where chil-
dren are coerced by well-meaning

parents into studies for which they
have no capabilties, or into profes-
sions for which. they are unsuited.

Such . an attitude may result, ina

life-long self-reproach by parents

and at a lasting dissatisfaction
and burden for the children.
Let us take another example:

the dissenting individual in society.

Hirsch's unique analysis of Abra-
ham,'s debate 'with God, regarding
the righteous . men' in Sodom, is
most pertinent. Through Abra-
ham's efforts Sodomand GomOfrah
might have escaped their 'terrible
fate, had there remained within the
cities some righteous men. The
usual interpretation is that God
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would have spared. the wicked
cities for the sake of the righteous.

Hirsch, however, has a diferent
interpretation. He states that the
progressive development of deprav-
ity had not yet reached its lowest
depth in a society where righteous

and good people are merely de~
rided, but stil tolerated. As long

as public tolerance is accorded to

the righteous, evil is not absolute.

Only when the practice of good-
ness is forbidden as a crime against
so-called public welfare does a city
plumb the depths of wickedness.
The sin of the Amorites was not
complete as long as an Abraham
and his household could publicly
erect an altar to God, to truth and
goodness. Thus, the presence of
some righteous individuals in So-
dom would have prevented the lat-
ter's destruction because tolerance

stil prevailed in the wicked' cities,

and they therefore merited some
leniency. (To a certain degree this
may be relevant to our own time,
where in a democracy one may
ideologically freely difer with the

majority without being exposed to

retalation, whie the same attitude
is unthinkable and punished in a
totalitarian regime. )

This idea is further clarified by
Hirsch's analysis of the righteous

man in the "midst of the city." Re-
lying on taludic sources, Hirsch

diferentiates between a man con-
cerned merely with his own salva-
tion and the Abrahamitic approach
of standing be'tokh ha~ir, "in the
midst of the city." The truly reli-
gious person is one intent on im-
proving the lot of his fellow citizens
and their spiritual welfare rather
than standing in splendid isolation
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of se1f~righteousness and the con-
templation of his own perfection.
The truly religous Jew should be
concerned not with his own micro-
cosmic universe, but with the wel-

fare of society as a whole. He con-
stantly has to strive for what is
good, decent and righteous, even if
the ideal materializes only when he
is no more.

Hirsch's psychological insight is
apparent in another passage dealing

with the future of Israel as a na-

tion. His comments on the words
chessed ve' ernet (love and truth) in

Gen. 47:29, sounds like a sermon
which is as tieless as it is timely.
It is an exhortation to Jews every-
where in the Galut not to forget
their Jewish destiny once they
have been well established for two,
three, or more generations in the
country of their adoption, and to

be always mindful of their home-

land. Thus, Hirsch teaches, Jacob

did not doubt that his son Joseph

would bury him with great honors
and thus fulfi towards him the
obligation of chessed. Yet, he begs
him not to overlook the ernet, for
his concern was not to be buried

in Egypt. The patriarch was well
aware that his request would make
a bad impression upon Pharaoh
and the Egyptians, for it would be
an indication that Joseph and his
brothers did not consider them-
selveS' citizens of the countr
which had given them asylum,
and that they stil have retained

a nostalgia for their homeland Ca-
naan. Therefore he asked Joseph
to swear that he would bring his
body back to Machpela. But the
motive for Jacob's demand might
stil be deeper, Hirsch adds. During
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the seventeen years of his stay in

. Egypt, Jacob became fully aware of
the profound influence which
Egyptian life had exercised upon
his descendants. He was afraid
that they would more and more
substitute the Nile for the Jordan,
and no longer look upon Egypt as
a land of Galut. To him, Jacob,
this alone was reason enough to in-
sist upon burial in Canaan. as a
solemn reminder to his descendants
that this, and not the evanescent

glitter of Egypt, was their home-
land, their future. (See Gen. 47:
29.) What a lesson for present~
day Jews in many countries!

Hirsch's comment on that por~
tion of Jacob's blessing directed

to Simon and Levi (Gen. 49: 7) is
of perennial importance. Without

individual and national standards

of morals and ethics, no decent
and peaceful living is possible. The
heartess principle, "the goal justifies
the means," is often the guide in
many realms of life, in business
and in politics. In his comment on
the above verse, Hirsch attacks
such an attitude with the utmost

vigor, and warns his people
against it. It is of the greatest im-
portance, S. R. Hirsch writes, that
at the very beginning of the history
of the Jewish nation any breach of
ethics and morals, be it even in the
general interest, was severely and
absolutely condemned. Nations of-
ten claim the right to flout, for the
sake of so-called higher interests
of the state, commandments and
principles for which an individual
would be punished or might even
forfeit his life. There can be no
double standard of ethical behavior,

one for the individual and the other
for the state. Judaism, right at the
outset, condemns the use of cun-
ning even in the interest of a good
purpose and has laid down for all
times the immutable principle that
societies and individuals alike must
pursue clean goals and employ
clean means to realize them.

Hirsch's comment on the first
chapter of Shemot (Exodus) has
been' tragically vindicated in con-
temporary history, particularly in
Hitler-Germany and the conntries
which were enslaved by this
scourge of mankind. In his analy-
sis of the words asher 10 yoda et
Y osef ("Who knew not Joseph"
- 1: 8), he states that anti-semit~

ism was at first non-existent among
the Egytians, but was imported
by the new ruler of foreign origin
who had usurped the throne. He
used Jew-hating as a political weap-
on, against a helpless minority,

making it a scapegoat to divert
the attention of the masses from
the difculties which the change of
regime had brought about. When
the seed. of hatred had taken suf~
cient root, it became easy to de-
prive the Jews of their civil rights,
and to subject them to unbearable~

heavy taxes. Hirsch translates sarei
missim as "fiscal agents," deriving
the word missim from mas, taxes
(see Esther 10:1). Thus the stage
was set to declare the J ewsas
slaves of the state. There is truly
nothing new under the sun, and -

except for the crematoria - Hit-

ler imitated Pharaoh's pattern.
We may conclude that these ex-

amples chosen at random ilustrate
concepts 'which are as relevant to-

day as they were in Hirsch's days
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and in antiquity. Hirsch's gifts as '
an exegete, thinker, philosopher,

theol,?gian, and psychologist render
his work as fresh and dynamic to
American Jewry as it was to Euro.
pean Jewry a hundred years ago.
His commentary is a wide pano-
rama of experience rather than a
constricted, telescopic view of the
Chumash.

The present English version may
not be considered a prefect trans.
lation. In addition to technical
errors and shortcomings, including

faults in grammar and syntax, what
we have is a word-for-word trans-
lation from the German rather than
a happy transposition from the
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idiom of German to that of EngR
lish. It seems that the translator

was so inspired by the laudable
goal of making this wealth availR

able to Anglo-Saxon Jewry, that

the necessary care for continual re-
vision was sometimes overlooked.

Stil the translation is usually clear,

nothwithstanding some awkwar?
passages. For the translator had an
immense task in converting a com-
plex German style into correct
English, and conveying the classic
explorations of the human and di-
vine spirit to the English reader.

All this can be amended in future
editions which, we fervently hope,
wil soon become necessary.

The Psalms, translatIon and commentary by Rabbi SAMSON
RAPHAEL HIRSCH, rendered into English by Gertrude Hirschler

(New ,York: The Samson Raphael Hirsch Publication Society
~ Phip Feldheim, 1960)

)

~~- ,

Reviewed by Fabian Schonfeld

'~ .

"

. I recall very vividly that when
during certain tragic moments in
my life I sought refuge. in the songs
of David I felt as if King David

had written his words not for him-
self but for me, not about his life
'and his troubles but about mine.
It is this personally inspiring qual-
ity of the Psalms that Hirsch ,was

able to perceive and to clothe in his
inimitable, beautiful flow of poetic
language. Perhaps the greatest
achievement of Hirsch' is the fact
that his insight into th,ePsalms
was so keen and so clear that Da-
vid's themes 'and songs take on new

~. "

ii,
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meaning for our present age of
confusion. They c~ntain a mes-
sage . for the scientist and for the
thinker, for the scholar and for the
artisan, ,for Jew and for Gentie.
They are addressed to the human
being in the throes of despair and

to nations. threatened by grave
. dangers.

One' or two examples wil per-
haps serve to ilustrate the manner
in which Hirsch treated his com-

mentary on the Psalms. For, as
he points outin his oy¡n introduc-

tion, to Hirsch 'the Psalms were the
emotional, spiritual, "and moråi,
complement :to the Pentateuch it-

self, at once objective. and 'subjec-
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etive, emanating both from the
mind and the soul of King David.

His comments on the fist verse
of the opening chapter are replete
with a full understanding of human
emotions and the psychological
conflicts that rage in man's souL.

His interpretation of "nor stood
in the way of sinners" is especially
noteworthy. Pointing out that Da~

vid did not say 10 halakh - "nor

went" - but 10 amad - "nor
stood~ - Hirsch shows that no
human being can truly say of him~
self that he never found himself in
the way of the sinners. No one
can truly avoid being involved in

evil. But it takes great strength of
character to decide not to remain

in that path. God does not expect
of man 10 halakh but He does ex-
pect of man 10 amado Society makes
demands upon us which bring us
in contact with evil, wrongdoing,

malice, and temptation, both in the
narrow and in the wider sense, in
our personal as well as in our na-
tional and international life. We
must~ by mere force of circum-
stances, "walk" in the way of sin-
ners. But certainy it is our sacred

obligation not to remain standing

on that road, not to tarry on that
path.

Yet the great danger lies not so
much in being confronted with our
adversaries as in spending our. mo-
ments of leisure with them. In our
professional life, in our daily busi-
ness activities, in our day to day
contact with the rest of society, we
cannot help being in close proxi-
mity with those who are in the op-
posite camp. Hirsch is enough of a
realist to concede this point. What
is one to do, however? The answer

is given in the words following:

"nor sat in the seat of the scorn-

ful." There is no rule of society

that can compel us to waste our
precious moments of leisure in the
company of those who live a difer-
ent life. This time belongs to us, to
be utilzed for the purpose of study,

reflection, and self-improvement.

Surely in these uncertai times thiis
admonition of Hirsch has great
significance.. -A subject of heated controversy
is verse 12 in chapter 2. Nashku

bar has been rendered in various
ways. The best known, perhaps, is
"kiss the son" whÍch is the offcial
Christian translation and which has
implications and insinuations that
surely do not need to be spelled out
in detaiL. Hirsch sees in this entire

, chapter a warning to the world at
large that only through a great
moral re-armament can mankind
be saved from impending disaster.
What does nashku bar mean? Very
simply: Gird yourselves with puri-
ty. Hirsch has excellent source ma-
terial to prove that his translation is
not only correct in the grammatical
and philological sense but also in
the context itself. Again, his insist-
ence upon moral re-armament is
most relevant.

To what may we ascribe the
moral deterioration which plagues
mankind at such frequent intervals?
Hirsch has this to say "the wicked
(naval) says in his heart: there is
no God." Hirsch points ,out (chap-
ter 14 verse 1) that naval means

"to fade." When man's spirit with-
ers and his moral strength fades

the result is atheism in its many
facets. Hirsch's treatment of this
entire chapter is most inspiring.
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The human heart is a tremen-
dous battlefield of emotions and
feelings and the struggle that goes

on within it leaves its mark upon
the soul of man. Hirsch displays his
understanding of the conscience of

man in his commentary on 16:7,
af leilot yisruni khilyotai. In the

dark of night, when man's lusts and
desires strive to gain the upper
hand, the battle is joined and its
outcome depends upon the measure
of strength and courage which he
is able to summon. Only a man of
the calibre of Hirsch could write

'in such manner, full of sympathy

and understanding of man's innate
frailties, but yet firm and stern in
his admonition.

In chapter 19, which is well
known to us through our Sabbath
liturgy, Hirsch has a message for
our space age scientists and the
common people whose fortune or
misfortune it is to be part of that

new era in human history. A fier
exposition of Torah im Derekh
Eretz is hard to fid.

Suffce it to. say that looking at
the Psalms through the eyes of
Hirsch is a religious experience un-
equalled in contemporary Jewish
literature. Not only is his commen-
tary as such inspiring, but his word
for word translation of the text
bears the hallmark of religious gen-
ius.

In view of what has been said,
it is unnecessary to state that trans~
lating both his commentary and his
own original translation is a task of
near-herculean proportions. Hirsch

himself, in his introduction, speaks

of the impossibilty of adequately

translating the Hebrew text. The
Samson Raphael Hirsch Publica-
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tions Society must be compli-
mented, therefore, for having the
vision and courage to sponsor this
translation into English. Al trans-
lations sufer from the loss of
originality. This is the danger
that any translator must face. In
this case Miss Gertrude Hirschler
had to resort to al her literary
skil and talent as a translator of

great experience in order to pre-
sent the American Jewish public
with this work. She has done so
with admirable patience and has
demonstrated her deep understand-

ing of Hirschian thought and
philosophy. Her effort in the
total picture is successful and cer-

tainly laudable. While, one must
concede, the thril of Hirsch's ma-

jestic speech could not possibly

have been rendered perfectly into
English or any other language,
Miss Hirschler has been able to
convey his ideas and his thinking
in very lucid fashion and in clear
and concise form. Above all, she
has shown great courage in taking
certain liberties with the original

German text. Thus while the word
kelayot is rendered even by Hirsch
as N ieren (kidneys, reins), Miss

Hirschler has quite rightly transla-
ted it as "passions"; this is fully in
accord with Hirsch's interpretation
of that 'term. For this and similar

deviations she has been taken to
task by certain Hirsch enthusiasts.
Unfortunately, they do not realize
that it is the message of Hirsch
which must be brought to the at-
tention of the reading public in
America and that a misplaced,
pious adherence to the literal text
. wil only doviòlence to that which
he endeavored to teach. One might
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have wished, however, that some of
the style be a little less archaic,
especially with regard to the use of
thou, thee, etc. There is also evi-
dence, in at least one instance, of

careless copying of original errors.
Thus in his German comments on
16: 7, Hirsch refers to 'his own
comments on 7: 11, when it ob-
viously should have been verse 10.

This same error is carried over into
the English translation. However,

in an undertaking as gigantic as is

this, such criticism becomes quite
insignifcant.

One other note of criticism
that comes to mid is the omis-
sion of Hirsch's notes on theAc-
cents of the Psalms to which he
attaches a great significance and

which are not included in the pres-
ent translation. It is to be hoped
that they wil fid their way into
the second volume, the appearance

of which we anxously await.

Religion in Israel Today: The Relationship Between State and
Religion, by JOSEPH BADI (New York: Bookman Associates,'
1959)

Reviewed by Lawrence Kobrin

. Both the tite and subtitle of this
book may well lead readers to be-
lieve that the work contains a more
or less objective and inormative
presentation of an - important Jacet

of present-day Israeli life, religion,
and religious institutions. Unfortu-
nately, nothing could be further
from the :truth. Regardless. of the
usefulness of the appendices, or the
rànge of quotations and material

cited, the author's bias' and animos-
ity is so great that it leads him '.to
distortion and falsification. As a re-
sult, _ the book presents to the
American public. little more than
a "tirade against the politicál and

quasi-political aspects 'of religion 'in
Israel.

This last comment serves to in-
dicate one of the äi~serviceswhich
Mr. Badi basaccòmplished. He per-

sists in confusing political activities
of religious parties with all religious
and spiritual ,activity, political ançl
'ÕIherwise. Granted that much can
be said with 'respect to . the, partici-
pation of religious partles in, parti-
san political "life. This does not
serve, however,' as justifcation to
degrade all religious 'activity or - all
statements by religious figures to
the status, of disputation. Mr. Badì
does so, and in theprocess'has':re-

duced all statements of opiniòn of

religious leaders toa two-fold low..

est common denominator. 'OÏi ~the
one hand, statements.. made ':in 'an
obvious political context. are 'made
to stand as statements of; general

religious and spiritual outlook and
presented as apparently all that ca.n
ever be "expected'" f:iom C religion~,
On . the othèr. d band,' statements
made by non~politièal bût ultra:-
religious' groups -are iriter~wôven:in
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the narrative to give an impression

of general religious political radi..
calism and anarchy.

Such a presentation not only
lacks objectivity; it is as irrespon-

sible as it is inaccurate. Specific ex-
amples cannot completely convey
the general tone of bitterness and

invective in which this book is writ-
ten. Perhaps a few ilustrations
wil serve, however, to indicate the
author's approach.

We are told categorically that
85% of Israel's population is "not
religious." (p. 25). No support or
even definition of this classification
is ever given, but the "fact" is as-
sumed. The author ignores the facts
thRt néither the combined religious
party vote in Knesset elections, nor
the proportion of children enrolled

in religious-trend schools, nor the

other available statistics on reli-
gious outlook support his bald as-
sertion. Instead, the claim remais
unsupported but unchallenged, and

underlies much of the discussion

that follows .
In the' next breath, the author

states that "there are not many in-
stances of calous indiference to

the sensibilties of religious Jews"

(p. 25). Again, the lack of any
defiition or clarity is misleading.

One is left wondering just what the
author means by "many" or "cal-
lous." His own recital of protest
activities of various groups at var-
ious times must indicate that at
least someone's "sensibilties" wereoffended. '

Other examples of an enthusiasm

which overrides accuracy abound.

The reader familar with the pres-
ent or historical facts wil realize

that many of his statement are
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nothing more than a parody of re-
porting. Thus, the statement that

Bar llan University's existence .in-

dictates the need for a "progressive"
and reform religious movement is
a hopeless non sequitur (p. 28). An
attempt at describing the views of
Prof. Lebowitz and Rabbi Goren is
at best ludicrous (p. 54). The ran-
dom discussion of various incidents
concerning religious participation
in miltary service in Israel (p. 58)
bears no relation to the present-day

facts and certainy disregards the

kind of activity that Rabbi Goren
represents.

No listing of single errors can
convey the flavor of thi book
which fairly bristles on each page
with innuendo, mis-statement and

half-truth. The value of the book,
in a negative sense, lies in the pre-
sentation of an anti-religious cast
of thought in a most advanc~d
stage. Alost one-half of the
book's pages are devoted to ap;.
pendices of some usefuless con-
taining English texts or translations
of various relevant Israeli laws or
legal sources. The bibliography,
however, is neither complete nor
objective. Aside from legal source
texts, it offers a random mixture of
treatments in no particular se-
quence. The omission óf Rabbi
Rackman's work (Israel's Emerg-
ing Constitution, New York:
Columbia University Press, 1955)
and of any mention of the sympo-

sium which appeared in Sura, edit-
ed by Prof. Samuel K. Mirsky,
both Orthodox authorities and
spokesmen, is obviously the result
of the author's bias rather than any
decision as to merit of source.

Often as disturbing as the au-
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thor's bias is his trying syntax and
style. These lead one to believe, in-
cidentally, that the book may well
have been originally written in He-
brew and then translated into Eng-
lish, no doubt as a "public service"
to the American community. To
mix the historical present, past,
and perfect tenses all in one sen-

tence, not to speak of one para-
graph, is confusing and annoying.

To speak of the "observation of
the Sabbath" (p. 41) leads one
to wonder if perhaps this is not one
of our real problems: too much
"observation" of the Sabbath and
not enough "observance."

Equaly disconcerting is the
author's attempt to "prove" his
case by endless quotations from
partisan newspapers and political
organs. Such sources, regardless of
their persuasion, are not noted for
their objectivity or reliabilty. The
quotation of a series of views from
religious pary publications, quite

possibly wrenched out of context,
followed by an attempt to "coun-

ter" these with equally impassioned
anti-religious editorials, is not the
process best designed to reach an

understanding of the truth. One be-

gins to suspect after several pages

of this diatribe (pp. 42-49), that
the author is more interested in
building a "case" than in any other
goal.

In a sort of last -gasp effort at

objectivity, we are presented with
an alanac-like listing of statistics
(pp. 55-57) and then a numbered
series of "problems" and ~~conclu-

sions" (pp. 57-61). Neither num-
bers in the thousands, nor singly,
can bestow upon a one-sided pre-
sentation an aura of scholarship or
repertorial accuracy.

It is indeed unfortunate that the
presentation in book form to the
Anglo-American public of the sub-
ject matter of this work while èast
in a pseudo-objective form (and
reviewers in other publications

have apparently accepted it at
"face value") offers so biased and
misleading an outline. The' book
jacket promises further efforts in a
series of books by Mr. Badi dealing
with Israeli law and legal' docu-

ments. A greater~ degree ,of' òbjeè-
tivity wil have to be shown by the
author before the general public
can accept his 'efforts as' accurate
analysis. '"

Judaism as a Philosophy: The Philosophy of Abraham Bar
Hiyya, by LEON D. STITSKI (New .York:Bloch Publishipg
Company, 1960)

Reviewed by' Hayim Doni

In a refreshing departure from

recent- tendencies to present Juda-
ism 'in mystical. and. existentialist
temis, Dr:' Leon D. Stitskin in his

Judaism As A Philosophy reempha-
sizes the rational. ' basis of Jewish
doctrine. It is the' central thesis of
the author that the philosophical

'approach of .Abraham. Bar' Hiyya
(1065-1143), ïìiedieval Jewish 'scI-
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entist, scholar, and phiosopher, is
indigenous to the Torah and the
Hebraic tradition,,- and harmonizes
with many. current philosophical

notions.
The contents of the book, a doc-

toral dissertation published by the
Bernard Revel Graduate School of
Yeshiva University, can be divided
roughly, iito two basic components,
interwoven by the author. The title
and subtitle indicate these inte.
grated elements. One consists of a
highly creditable and original bit
of research on the life and philos.
ophy of Abraham Bar Hiyya, his
writings 'serving as the primary
source for this an'alysis. The other
deals with a projection of Bar Hiy-
ya's basic philosophy as one which
is timeless in scope, applicable to

every generation, and useful to
meeting the philosophical chal-
lenges of our own day and age. '

The importance of the fist part
can, be judged by the. contribution
it has made in highlighting 'the
:hitherto little known hut major role
played by Bar Hiyya in Jewish phi-
,losophy. According to Stitskin,Bar
IIiyya was the first Jewish thinker
to 'reject. the basic doctrines of neo-
Platonism and to combine the Bib.
Heal-Hebraic tradition with Ars.
totle's philosophy. Bar Hiyyacon.
. sidered the conceptual terms of
Aristotelian philosophy as sound
biblical doctrine, accepting them as
an organic part of the Hebraic .tra-
dition. In this he preceeded both
Ibn nand and Maimonides, both of
whom drew upon the principles
laid down by Bar Hiyya.

The strength of Bar Hiyya's
philosophical approach lies in the
fact that he' did not use the Bible

~"
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simply as a book into which one'

could read all sorts of metaphysical
concepts, or upon which one could
graft all kinds of philosophy, but

rather as the standard to which to
compare and analyze the validity of
other philosophical notions. "Öur
authority is the Bible," he says,

"and we must test the views of the
philosophers by the teachings of the
Bible." "For the Torah is the em-
bodiment of all truth, including
phiosophic truth, and the errors
to which our beliefs and practices
are often exposed are due li part

to a miscomprehension of the bib-
lical concepts, which may be veiled
in secrecy, requiring a th~rough

knowledge of the sciences to un~

ravel them. This can be accom-
plished not through some mystical
or intuitive apprehension, but only
through an intellectual discipline
born of a knowledge of existing
thigs as well as of their trans-
cendental implications and ethical
ends." To Bar Hiyya" a "religious
philosophy is really not an investi-
gation of phenomena, per se as it is
a refiement of concepts already
explicit in the Torah."

An interesting assertion by Bar
Hiyya is that the 'specific contri-
bution of the Prophets were the
coneeptsof repentance .adacharit
ha.;yamim, rather than the doctrines

of social justice and ethical ideals

which are also to be found in the
Pentateuch.

The book takes up in great de-
tail Bar Hiyya's concepts of reality,
first cause, soul, matter and form,
potential and actual, the universe,

time and space, etc. showing their-
similarity to Aristotelian ideas. At
the base of these theories. is the re-
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jection of the Platonic doctre of
the reality of heavenly incorporeal
entities (ideas), and the acceptance
of Aristotle's combination of form
and matter as the essence of reality.

As scholarly a contribution as
this might be to' the history of phi-
losophy, it seems .to this reviewer,

however, that the second part of

the book succeeds much better in
arousing the interest of the modern
reader who is not a .student of the
history of phiosophy but who has
a deep interest in the philosophical
challenges currently facing religion
in general and Judaism in partic-
ular.

These challenges are no' longer
phrased in Aristotelian terms, or
concerned only with questions that
troub.1ed the ancients. And Dr. Stit-
ski has increased the usefulness of

his dissertation by discussing Bar
Hiyya's philosophy in modem
terms.
: . According to Stitskin, Bar Hiyya
anticipates the philosophic notion
of personalism - the stress on the

development of, man's immortal

self. There ' is great merit and
strength to Stitskin's argument that
this approach is indigenous to bib-
lical thought and Hebraic philo-
sophic modes. The distinct nature
of the Hebraic world scheme, he
says, is a consideration of man as
the crown of creation In addition,
"no higher responsibilty rests upon
the philosopher than that of involv~

mg himself intbe search for 'ways

of expressing the'meaningandpur-
, pose of life." Reality'inthe. Hebraic
,world scheme is rootedinl'eron-

'ality. "The Torah is esseIitia1Iynot
"a document of man's concepts
about the Divine as of God's pre-

cepts for ,man's progressive spiritual
development." ,

Three important ideas flow from
the notion of personalism as ex-
pounded by the author. In the first
plq,ce, man's central position in the
universe is derived not, fIom the
organic structure of his, beiDg,

but rather from the liitleas possi-

bilities for his creativity and self-
development. The stress is on an

optimism of possibilties and man's
infinite capacities' to. le,arn and un'\
derstand and. ultiiately control
rather than on the tragi~dimension
of life whIçh is often underscored
by contemporary thought.. The
existential activity of _ man is future
directed. - the acharit, ha-yamim

of the prophets and the fìalcause
of Aristotle.-

Second, if man's task is to realize
his' capacity for imortality, the

latter is not simply a reward.. be~

stowed by grace or faith but: the
actualization of a potentiality. Thi
is accomplished though the striv-
ing for an intellectual. excell~nct

by means of ethical and religiotJ
perfection.., The mitzvah in this
scheme serves as the basis for. the
uplifting of a crude act into a con-
secrated deed which ultmiately has
an effect upon our perceptive and
conc.eptual qua,lities.

Third, apbiosophy of personal-
ism challenges us . to actualize our
inner divine potential - the Tzel-
lem Elohim -and thus establish
evidence of the reality of God's

presence. Foran "awareness of our
unique nature and exalted destiny
brings into focus the image of a
living God as the Author :adRe-
vealer . of . our :.n1îtecapacities to
move ~into a'state of 'fforaland In-
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Though Stitskin may be right
when he says that "the challenge
of classic Greek philosophy stil
remains the basic concern of J ew-

ish thought forms,u this reviewer

questions the need to stress the

compatibilty of Aristotelian phi-
losophy with the Hebraic scheme,

especially since Arstotelian cos-
mology (and Bar Hiyya's as well)
has long been considered obsolete

in the, modem scientifc age. Bar
Hiyya's philosophy of personalism,

when applied to modern philosoph-
ical problems, is of suffcient merit
and stature to stand alone, without
having to lean on the Greek phi-losophers. ,~

Judaism As A Philosophy is a
well-written, stimulating, and scho-
larly volume. Its copious footnotes
add many interesting details. The
exposition of a philosophy of per-

sonalism is especially challenging

and deserves serious consideration
by every student of phiosophy.
The volume as a whole serves as
a valuable contribution not only

to the history of philosophy but
also to modern Jewish thought.

The Zaddik, by SAMUEL H. DRESSNER (New York: Abelard-

Schuman Press, 1960)

tellectual perfectibilty . . . The in-
fiite capacities inherent in man's

psychic apparatus to discover his
immortal self and move on to a
state of divine perfectibilty bear
testimony to God's presence . . .
What God is He proves not in a
vacuum but as He communicates
with man and acts as man's part-
ner by implanting within him a
spark of His divinity - an evolv-
ing soul with limitless possibilties
for actualization.u

Stitskin touches upon the asser-
tion by Dr. Samuel Belkin that J u-
daism essentially expounds a phi-
losophy of purpose. "For in Juda-

ism,u says Dr. Stitskin, "every bib-
lical mitzvah is related to some

commanding purpose.u He attempts
to substantiate this thesis on phil-

osophic grounds.

The notion of the absolute ex-

pounded by Dr. Stitskin deserves
also serious attention. He asserts
that ~'the' absolute in the Hebraic
view is not a theory but an activity
. . . in this context the first inquiry
of man is not, what can 1 know?
but what can 1 do in order to
know?"

Reviewed by Israel Tabak

Hasidism has become very fash-
ionable of late. It is thesubj.ect of
numerous lectures and essays, and
nearly every Jewish publication has

devoted considerable space to the

theme. .. But most of these effort
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hàve been of a superfcial character,
more in the popular vein. Very lit-
tle has been done on a scholarly
level in this country, and the field
of serious research has remained

comparatively barren.
It is, therefore, gratifying to see

a serious student of Hasidism ap-
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plying himself to the subject with

particular devotion. For The Zad-
dik, by Rabbi Samuel H. Dresner,
gives evidence of painstakig effort,
and it constitutes an important
study in the field. (It is based upon
a doctoral dissertation submitted to
the Jewish Theological Seminary
several years ago.)

The Zaddik deals with the life
and work of Rabbi Yaakov Yosef
of Polnoy, one of the most faith-
ful disciples of Rabbi Israel Baal
Shem Tov, and the most authorita-
tive interpreter of his doctrines. It

dwells with particular emphasis
upon the theme of the Zaddik in
the writings of Rabbi Yaakov Y 0-
sef, author of the classical T oledot

Yaakov Y osef, and several other
significant works on the subject.
The central concern of early Hasid-
ic literature is, indeed, the Zaddik
and his place in the religiqus teach-
ings of Judaism.

It is evident that the author does
not write with detached and cold
objectivity. His attitude towards his
subject is strongly sympathetic. He
even writes like a Hasid, as is evi-
dent from the fact that he has de-
dicated his work to his "Rebbe,"

Dr. Abraham J. Heschel, whom he
terms :,~iil v"~ - ~:i.,~ 'ì'l.

He endeavors to describe the
Zaddik in the world of Hasidism in
careful and varied detaiL. He covers
such subjects as the Zaddik às the
source of holiness; as a channel

briging heaven down to earth;
his willngnes to sufer for his peo-

ple; his insight into the needs and
sufering of the masses; his eager-

ness to elevate his people; and as
the answer to the crisis of the
time.

Yet it is difcult to reconcile the

reverence with which Dresner ap-
proaches his subject with his char-
acterization of Hasidism as "a veri-
table revolution." No true Hasid
would ever refer to Hasidism as a
revolution. Neither would he de-
scribe the movement a "a rebellon
of religious energy against petrifed
religious values." An authentic Ha-
sid readily understands that the Ha-
sidic tendency in Judaism is not
only not "revolutionary," it is not
even a new movement. It is merely
a shift of emp~asis, a rejuvenation

of a philosophy of Judaism which
is as old as the Torah itself.

Indeed, the Baal Shem Tov and
his disciples, and particUlarly Rabbi
Yaakov Yosef of Polnoy, constant-
ly refer to biblical and talmudic

authority in support of their ideas.
True Hasidim know that niglah
(the exoteric), and nistar (the eso-
teric or mystical) have been the

two sides of the golden coin of Ju-
daism since time immemoriaL.

From the time of Rabban Shie-
on bar Y ochai of the ancient world,
down through the Ramban of the
Middle Ages and Rabbi Isaac Luria
of Safed, the Hasidic tradition has

in one form or another been an in-
tegral part of Judaism. Whether it
was known as Kabbalah, as Tarat
ha-Emet, as nistar, or as mysticism,
it was part of the great stream of

intuitionalism which has flowed
along parallel lines with the ma-
jestic river of intellectualism. * It is,

-See the article on "Two Aspects of Judaism" by Zalman M. Schachter in thisissue. - Ed. ' .
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therefore, incorrect to refer to Ha-
sidism as a revolution.

The reader who is familar with
the subje'c is struck by a nùmber
of other inaccuracies. Thus the
author quotes Rabbi Pinchas of
Koretz as follows: "Of the books
that ,have been written in the past

'seventy years, none are altogether
truthul, except the works of the
"Rabbi. òf ,Polnoy.. There is no book '
in all the world which can compare
to them" (p. 74). Anyone ac-
'quainted with the work and attitude
of Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz. and
with the high esteem in which he
held the classical halakhic works

of his contemporaries, wil readily ,
question the authenticity of this
statement. The author of The Zad-
dik bas been helpful in giving us
the original 'passage in his notes
'(po 260):
'i~Ji:iiì:innJtt i:'tti1ii1 l:'ibrm 5~
''"btl ¡~5 n~N b"V OJ'N mtt o'v:itt
ibÒ t'Ntt l:i1',Y iONtt i1N.:5ioi :iii1
ìi~" .ìbt:b i:i5 - i:5W:i l:hi~~

, '.i~V t:i i:"n 'i5"o"ni1
.', -ThedmÌstakenow becomes clear.
Dresner failed to- realize that O.:'N

JioN: b"Y: 'in this 'instance mean
'''arènotwritteii 'iii,'th'é spirit of
Kàbbalah" and not, as .'he trans-

l~t-es~ "nóneare'a:lt6gether truth-
fui.';' 'This ..is evident from the fact
thafth~'qr hå-Chayyim is equated
':with, the Works of Rabbi Yaakov
y ô~ef,since tt"e Or ha-Chayyim toçi
has iiitérspérséd' his' commentary
to the Torah with kabbalistic, inter-
preÜÚions andrefererices.
,The author Of "The Zaddik,

ni6reòver. tnirislates ce'rtaintal-
mudic passages which occur in ha-
sidic, :w:ritings in anianner that is;
strangely misleadin~. Instead of the
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original pes hat, he gives us the

translation as interpreted by the
hasidic authors, without informing
us that this is hasidut or derush,

and not the primary meaning of
the passage.

Thus the statement in the Mish-
nah (R.H. 29): ~J'Ntt 5:: 55::i1 il
O':iii1 hN w~i~ iJ'N' i:i¡:i :i'in~
pi:mi ", is translated by our au-
thor several times as follows: "only
he who is himself guilty can help
remove the guilt of others" (p.
192). This interpretation is a fine
hasidic nuance intended to drive
home the idea that the Zaddik must
descend to the level of the people

and share in their wrongs, in order
. to be in a position to lift them out
of the depth of transgression and

help them achieve' repentanc,e.
The reader gets the impression

that this is atalniudic statement,

when actually it is 'a hasidic teitch
of that passage. Its true meaning

is: "He who is not' re'quired by law
'to fulfll a certain mitzvah (such as
sounding the Shofar) , can not
serve as, the representative of the

Congregation in disèharging that
particular mitzvah' for them. n This

is 'a basic law' covering many re~
gulations as to who is eligible to
conduct religious services for the
Congregation, and why women are
.riotso'elìgible. Is it possible that our
'non-Orthodox 'brethren have ac-
corded certa1n religious preroga-
tives to women because they have
overlooked the halakhic implica-
tionsof this Mishnah?

. NOthwithstanding these over-
sights, Rabbi Dresner's work is 'a
distinct contribution and a welcome
addition to the field of' hasidic lit-
erature. One must agree. with the
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author that Hasidism "was the last
great flowering of the J ewish spirit
. . . and brought a renewed sense

of God's presence." But we cannot

go along with the verdict that this
God-intoxicated movement "has
now disappeared."

The Faithful City: The Siege of Jerusalem, 1948, by Dov JOSEPH
(New York:' Simon and Schuster, 1960)

Reiewed by Louis Bernstein

The rebirth of the ,State of Israel
in 1948 is the most important event
in two thousand years of Jewish

history, and the defense of besieged

Jerusalem was one of the most im-
portant chapters of that epic event.

Saving the New City of Jerusalem
was more than a .iilitary victory
over the Arabs. It was also a vic-
tory over the British and United

Nations, who either actively aided
the Arabs or placed obstaèles in the
paths of. Jews. The oattle coula. not
J;ave been won without the heroic
endurance of Jerusalem) civilan
population, ,whichsuffer~d food
and water shortage~ as well as .the
cçmsequences of war that civilans
qn the front line must endure."

Dov Joseph was'. thelliÜtary
governor of Jerusalem during' the
šiege. He is splendidly equipped to
write the story of the. siege' by the

centrality of the role he playe~:I as

well as by his education'al ba,ck-

ground. Although any history writ-
ten by a person intimately lJ.iolved
with the subject must be regarded

with a degree Qf suspicion, Joseph,

1:;is su~aeed~~:l in. reducing the.. per-
a9l1al ,factor in ~any areas o:l thebook. .

However, on the controversial.

section on Old Jerusalem, Joseph
ventures into the speculative. The

fall of the Old City has always been
a delicate subject. Just as history

has not conclusively indicted those

responsible for the Pearl . Harbor

debacle, similarly we may never
learn the true story of why tlie Old
City fell and why it was not recap-
tured when the fighting flared anéw
in the period 1?etween the armistice '

agreements.
It is evident that there was no

single factor. Certainly Arab supe-
riority in manpower and arms were
of major importance. At the same

time, it is equaly apparent that
miltary leadership was not what
it might have. been. Apparently, the
lIag:;ah, in the area did not attach

sufcient importance to the OldCity. .
During the break between the

truce periods, the Haganahconcen-
trated on broadening its corridor to
the'sea. The assault on the Old City
~as a hurriedoperation. Five, and

Qne half hours werè allowed for
the operation prior to the cease fie.
Circumstances were against the Is-
I:!ielis. For example, a chance shell
1?Jew up an ammunition vehicle de-
stroying thollsands of bullets. Per-
haps, as Dr. Aaron Barth, of bles-
sed. memory, pointed out, the Jews
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are not destined to recapture the

site of the Temple until they wil be
spiritually worthy of rebuilding it.

When future historians wil delve
into the role of the United Nations,
they wil refer to Joseph's book.

The first call for the United Na-
tions to establish peace was in the
Arab-Israeli conflict. Under such
diffcult circumstances, impartiality

is a primary requisite. Partiality to
Arab and British policy destroyed
the value of the United Nations as
an effective force for peace. We
see in Faithful City the beginnings

of a policy in which the United
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Nations is interested in projecting
itself rather than in accomplishing

a mission. It becomes embroiled
in the conflict determined to en-

force its own policy rather than
to bring about peace. In the dozen

years since, especially in the tragic
. Congo situation, it has become evi~

dent, that this policy has matured
into disaster.

The Faithful City is certainly
worth reading. It will help all of
us understand and appreciate the
events of the last dozen years in

which J elUsaleff was a focal point.

The Life and the Works of Chatam Sofer, by L;EON KATZ (Jeru~

salem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1960)

"
;. Reviewed by

Gilbert Klaperman
Much of present day Jewish

scholarship has too readily permit-

ted itself to be channelled into the
exclusive study of the ancients.

Consequently, the significance of
our immediate forebears who stand
nearer to us not only chronologic-

ally but in similarity of intellectual,
religious, and social climate, is fre:.
quently overlooked. This is a sad

oversight, because their experiences
and halakhic decisions are of par-
ticular value as guides to us at the
present time. The problems and
challenges of the early Nineteenth
Century were, if not exactly like
ours (for how can two centuries be
precisely similar?) , qualitatively

more akin to ours in character and
urgency than, for example, those
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of the Golden Age of Spain.
Moreover" by neglecting the

more nearly contemporary figures
we have permitted the Conservative
and. Reform movements to picture
the last century and a half as their
own. Because of our default, the
Jewish lay community which nor-
mally does. not engage in the study

of chiddushim and teshuvot, is
flooded with works extollng, de-
scribing, and perpetuating the lives
and accomplishments of non-Or-
thodox Jews and giving the impres-
sion that Orthodoxy ended with the
flowering of Mendelssohn and hiis
successors. The research on all the
Orthodox rabbis in America in the
last 100 years represents consider-

ably less than the books written on
Isaac Mayer Wise alone. It is true
that there were few Orthodox rab-
bis in the United States a cenury
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ago, yet Illoway has been left beg-
ging and Leeser, who was the
doughty champion of traditional
life, has been claimed by the Con-
servatives as one of their own, in
a sleight-of-hand pre-dating of his-
tory. Certainly there were some
briliant figures since the turn of
the century who merit considera-
tion. The once vibrant European
Jewish life may too soon be .lor-
gotten, unless we research it in-
tensively and memorialize. its reli-
gious heroes in writing, the world
wil know only what has been writ-
ten by the non-Orthodox segment
of Jewry.

It is for this reason that the re-
cent appearance in Hebrew of The
Life and the Works Of The Cha.
tam Sofer by Rabbi Dr. Leon Katz
is most welcome. The Chata~ Sa-
fer - Rabbi Moses Sofer, pop-
ularly called by the name of his
magnum opus - dealt with the
pressing issue of Reform and syna-
gogue changes. He was concerned

with the settlement of the Land of
Israel as a real rather than as an
academic problem. The emerging
needs of his day motivated him to
give proper p~rspective to the place
of secular knowledge and studies
in the life of the Jew. These prob.
lems, together with many daily
problems ,that every rabbi has to

face, are part of the legacy of the

ChatamSofer, so that a good study
of this great teacher has additional
practical significance as well as
abundant academic value.

Furthermore, this book is wel~

come because it is another one in
the few but growing number of
scholarly works being produced by

. American-educated Orthodox rab-

bis. Of the four volumes in the se-
ries on Gedolei Yisrael published

by Israel's Mosad Harav Kook, of
which the volume under review is
one, three were written by Amer-
ican Orthodox rabbis - all, inci-
dentally, ordained by Yeshivah
Rabbi Isaac Elchanan, who had
written their works as doctoral
theses at the Bernard Revel Gradu-
ate School of Yeshiva University.
This is in addition to other works

by American trained rabbis already
published by M osad H arav Kook
and other publishing houses in Is-
rael and at home.

On the outskirts of Bratislava,
Czechoslovakia (the modern de-
signation for Press burg, Hungary)
stood the ancient cemetery where
Rabbi Moses Sofer was buried in
1839. When the Germans overran
the city during World War II, the
land was fied and graded, and an
autobahn built over the sacred

ground. Strange, however, is the
fact that today, in the midst of the
opposing lanes of traffc that rush
busily over it, there, is an island
with a metal trap door which leads

down to the original level of the
cemetery. There the crypt that is
formed protects the final resting
place of the Chatam Sofer;

What could have led the bestial
Nazis to protect the grave of the
Chatam Sofer, when they destroyed
even the living? According. to the
explanation offered to this writer
by the leaders of the Jewish com..

munity of Bratislava several years
a qO, the grave of the Chatam (Sofer

was spared by the Germans be..
cause of the great respect and pro-
found holiness his name evoked.

Truth or legend, thisexplantion re'"
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veals the great reverence in which
the Chatam Safer was held. Who
then was the Chatam Safer whose
inuence was so great and name
so. holy~

Rabbi Moses Sòfer stood at the
crossroads of modern Jewish his-
tory. Born in 1762 in Frankfort-on-
the-Main only two years after the
death of the Baal Shem Tov, his
'life overlapped that of the. Vila
Gaon and Mendelssohn and
bridged that.. of Samson 'Raphael
Hirsch.

He lived' during the age when
the dissolution and crumbling of
ghetto life, which had strengthened
and crystallzed the tradition of To-
rah, catapulted the Jew into a va-
riety of problems, temptations, at-

tractions, and heresies with which,
because of lack of sophistication
and preparation, he could not cope.

While the Reform movement was
the Chatam Safer's immediate op-
position~ there were other distract-
ing influences that tore at the time-

honored traditions of Jewish life.
The rise of the secular Enlighten-

ment and Jewish Haskalah, the ebb
and wane of the ideals of the
French Revolution ànd Napoleon's

promise of emancipation, the havoc
wrought by the Napoleonic wars 'in
Austria, the burgeoning tide of na';

tionalism against the newly enunci-
ated doctrine of the rights of man,
the fluctuating conditions of Jewish
rights - all formed a kaleidoscopic

background of frothing and . con-
flicting currents in which Rabbi
Moses Sofer towered -like a beacon
light above the swirling waters of

religious, political, '. and economi6
change that threatened and con-
fused. the Jewish community of his

i

i

"
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day.
Rabbi Moses Soter was a genius

in the tradition of Rashi and other
great scholars who iluminated his
family tree. At the age of sixteen he
had already completed all of the
Talmud. In addition to genius,
however, the Chatam Safer also
possessed great disciplie and dedi-

cation. For years, for example, in

addition to his regular "learning"

schedule, he would study, from Sat-
urday nights until Monday nights,
soaking his feet in cold water to

keep awake and allowing only a
sllght interruption for one meager
meaL. Rabbi Moses Sofer found
such concentration necessary in
order to maintain his high stand:-
ards of Torah scholarship because

his days were :fled with the endless

problems of. the great, and with
voluminous' writing that made him
one of the most prolific authors of
the fist quarter of the 19th cen-

tur. He left about 100 volumes in

manuscript including his derashot

on the Torah, the Five Megilot,
and the Haggàdah; his commentary
on the Ramban's Bible commen,
tary; his novella Chiddushei To~

rah Mosheh Safer (from which the
name Chatam Safer is derived);
comments on the Shulchan Arulih;
historical notes; and, most impor~
tant of all, his She'alot U'Teshuvot
which involved massive corres-
pondence with co-religionists in
Germany, Italy, Holland, Switzer-
land, Palestine and, of course, Aus-
tJ,ia-HungaIy.
, 'In 1860, having served as Rabbi
of several' communities, he was
called to Pressburg to assume the

pulpit. of' one 'of the most impor-
tant congregations of Austria. aid
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Hungary. There he spent the last
23 years., of his life, directing and
teaching in the famous yeshivah of
ti,e city, preaching to his beloved
congregation, and writing his ha-
lakhic works.

In dealing with the life and
works of the Chatam Sofer, Rabbi
Katz follows the classical form of
exposition. His book is divided into
ó major divisions: a resume of his
life, his attitude towards Eretz Yis-
rael, his attitude towards the He-
brew language, his battle with Re-
form, his attitude towards secular

learning, his conception of the indi-
vidual and society, aId an inval-
uable index to the responsa of the

Chatam Sofer. Each. of these sec-
tions is well thought out and . re-
veals profound scholarship and ex-

tensive research into the extant ma~
terial on the rabbi. of Pressburg.

Until Rabbi Katz's iluminating
volume, appeared,' Rabbi Sofer was
identifed as an extreme rightist in
the matter of ,change and interpre-
tation of Halakhah. The Chatam
Safer had himself proclaimed a
clear challenge to all inovators' in

enunciating the overrding prici-
pIe of chadash. assur min ha-;Torah

- that all that is new ispr9hibited

by Torah. Howeve.r, while it is tre

that the Chatam Sofer rejected
change, his, dictum was particularly
directed against those who: sought

to employ' change not within the
framework of Halakhah but for the
purose of destroyÎlg Judaism.. As
the. leader of-Orthodox Jewry, and
because: of his, own . overfIowing
and energetic devotion, to Torah,
it was inevitable that the' Chatam
Sofer should become the outspoken
and miltant enemy of. Reform. He

considered the Reform philosophy
an extension of the rationalism that
was popular in his day. It agitated
against the historical and religious
heritage that acknowledged difer-
ences between peoples, and it
moved towards the abolition of all
distinctions between' nations as the
guarantee, of equal rights for all.
His .opposition to Reform, there-
fore, was based not only on the im-
mediate perceptible breaches which
the new movement was making in
the structu,re of traditional Juda-

ism, but on the insight, soon to be
vindicated, that by eliminating the
unique and peculiar religious and
national qualities of Judaism, Re-
form was leading to assimilation. It
followed, therefore, that because

the Reform movement attacked the
very substance and essence of Ju-
daism, its adherents should be re-
garded as dissendents and heretics-.
Rabbi Sofer equated them with the
Zad.okites and the followers of
Boethus,advocating their complete
isolation from the body of Israel
("If their destiny was in my hands,
I would separate them completely-

from our,midst . . ."), and prohibi-
ting marriage with them ("We
should. not give our daughters to
their sons . . . They should be by
themselves and we' by ourselve~;
. . . ") for "tlere is.. no' compromise
in matte,rs of the soul."

, It was in order to strengthen the
quarantine of Refprm that he pur-
sued the priciple, of chadash ßSSll
min ha-Torah, ruling, againstvari-
ation in the Siddur" prayer in the

venacular, the, use~ .of musical in..
struments in the servce, prayer
with uncovered head, ini.xed seating
of men' and,wQmen during.. r.eligious
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services, , ,and the removal of the
center bimah from the Synagogue.

Where the, integrity of Jewish law
and practice were concerned, the

Chatam Sofer would yield not an
inch to change. "No single Jew
even if his stature be like the tallest
cedar . . . may remove the least

of the customs of Israel . . . To~day
he wil hold this view and publicize

it and tomorrow someone else wil
say the reverse . . . in the end they
will permit a violation of the Torah
itself." Similarly he denounced the
~'free lancers," preachers of doubt-
ful credentials who passed as rab~
bis, and the rabbis who failed
through laxity or inadequacy to
fulfill their sacred obligation. In
'several extreme instances he re.
voked the semikhah of rabbis who
had not discharged their duty ac~

cording to the law. '
But in other religious matters,

bis voluminous legal opinions re-
veal warmth, kindness, and gent1e~

ness in, his approach to hurnan
problems. For example, he in-
veighed against the Burial Societies
which extorted excessive fees for
their services, on one occasion say-
ing "I find for the orphan (who
was being charged an exorbitant"
amount) . . . and if they (the
Chevra Kaddisha) wil not agree
. . . I wil hire men from out of
town to bur the dead . . ."

In the vexatious problem of the

ragunah, he rendered liberal de-
'cisions accepting the notifcation
-of. the miltary authorities as valid
,evidence of the death of a Jewish

soldier in order to establish his

'wife as a, widow and, therefore"
-free to remarry.

In the matter of .providing a
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quota of conscripts for the army,

which was one of the abhorrent
tasks that each kehilah had to ful-
fi, the Chatam Safer expressed
shack. ,and consternation that a
community deferred shomrei mi.tz-
voth and sent the non-religious
Jews to the military. This he found
to be a kind of kidnapping and not
to be tolerated.

Similarly he was lenient in allow-
ing Jews to remove their beards so
long as a razor was not employed
in the process. He points out dryly
that "there were times when both
Jews and non-Jews wore beards
and there were times when both
did not. . . so why the great ex-

citement against those who have re-
moved their beards . . ."

In stil other issues of Halakhah
the Chatam Sofer was modern,
open minded, and resilient, using
personal research and experience

to determine precisely the measure-
nents referred to in the Torah and
Talmud. To help clarify Passover
questions, he conducted his own
experiments with grains of wheat

to demonstrate the rate' of speed of
germination. He also employed
anatomical models of the male and
female human figures to faciltate
instruction' for his students in' the
laws of taharah.

This modernity was reflected in
the Chatam Sofer's defense of sec-
ul~r learning, generally unheard of
among the rabbis of his day. In
this respect Rabbi Katz differs
strongly with Weiss, Dubnow, and
. '1icrs who maintained that Rabbi
Sofer was against secular learning.
Rabbi Katz quotes the following
enlightening statement by the Cha-
tam Safer: "All secular knowledges'
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are doorways and gateways to To-

rah . . . Without the knowledge
of anatomy (dissection) one canot
know the laws of terefot properly.
And the sciences of mathematics
and geometry are necessary for
(the study of) sukkah,. and so on"

The Chatam Sofer placed only
one reservation on secular studies,
that they be recognized as second-

ary to Torah and not as ends in
themselves to the exclusion of To-

rah as the Haskalah had pro-
claimed.

The Chatam Sofer's bitter battle
with Reform Judaism was not con-
fined only to the arena of religious
observance and rituaL. Reform had
in principle separated the idea of
Shivat Zion from the formal cOn-
tent of its religious structure and

denied the centrality, and even va-
lidity, of Jewish nationalism and
Eretz IsraeL. Shivat Zion, for Re-
form was a manifestation of na-
tionalism that had no claim on the
loyalty of the new "Germans of the
Mosaic faith." It placed its conñ~

dence, rather, in the saving power
of emancipa,tion as a substitute for
the national aspirations of the Jews.

Reform wilingly embraced the gift
of equal rights t()gether with its
impllçit, denial. of . Zion, thereby
exchanging the age-old hope of
Shivat Zion for a tenuous promise
of political freedom and local cit-
izenship. ' ,
,. The 'Chatam Soler, however, de-

fiiied the Love of Zion as an inte-
gral part of Torah observance.
Shivat Zion was a mitzvah as bind-

ing as any other, and its fulfillment
was protection against the "Galut
which is like a grave" for "the ga-
lut threatens the very existence of

our people." The Chatam Sofer
bravely seconded the assertion of
Moses Hess that "if it were true
that Jewish emancipation in the Di-
asp ora conflicts with Jewish nation-
alism, then it was the duty of Jews
to sacrifce the first for the sec-

ond." Rabbi Sofer's justification for
even the theoretically possible sur-
render of emerging equal rights
was based on the belief that
"wherever we' may physicaly re-
side, we dwell spiritually on the.
soil of Eretz Israel and the loyalty
to Eretz Israel take precedence
over all others." So strong was his
love. for Israel that he agreed fully
with Rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kalisher in
the denial that the coming of the
Messiah was a prerequisite to the
settlng of the' Holy Land. On the
contraray, he urged wide aliyah
and active effort and support in be-
half of the burgeoning ideal of Zi-
onism. For biiself he prayed "May
the Lord bless me with the privi-
ilege' to be among those who return
to Zion.". .

The Life and the Works of the
ChatanìSofer presents a clear and
complete picture ot-. one of thè
greatest of. our Achronim. Rabbi
Katz ,had made an excéllent con-
tributionby including, in addition,
the wil of the Chatam Sofer, ex~

cerpts from his diar, a, valuable

list of his religious customs, minha-
gim, and an extensive index to his
responsa.
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A Jewish Child is Born: The History and Ritual of Circumci-
siop., Redemption of Firstborn Son, Adoption, Conversion and
Choosing and Giving Names, by NATHAN GOTTLIEB (New
York: Block Publishing Company, 1960)':,

Reviewed by
Immanuel JakobovIts

~ - - j

If a rnan can be judged by the

friends with whom he consortsJ the
character of an age can be assessed

by the popular books it produces.
Not so very long ago "Rashi Chu-

masbIm" and the Talmud ranked
high on the Jewish best-sellers list,
indicating a high level of Jewish

literacy. Then the wars "fied the
earth with violence" (va-timalei ha-
aretz CHaMaS), and the Jewish
.cassics to be found in most homes
were reduced to CHumashimJ Ma-
chazorim, and Siddurim. Now even
these books have largely ..disap-
peared, to be replaced -by, . elemen-
tary guides and manuals of a "Ju-
daism Without Tears", type.

A Jewish Child is Born is the
latest. addition to the growing liter-
.. atue of this genre. In a simple
style, the book describes important
itemst such as the~.pi:.icipal laws
on circumcision and. the redemp~

tionof the fistborn,' along with

trifles like th~ text of' invitation

cards to . a Berif Miltih ' and the
menu to. be served. at the festivities
-(complete with - chick peas!).
:Scraps of rabbinical counsel on
;such' complex procedures as adop-
't-ions and conversions intermingle
'merrily with irrelevancies like the
. long dissertation on the quaint cus-
- tom in some isolated places cere-
: moniously to cut a boy's hair at

,/
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the age of three years and to give

the equivalent of its weight in coins
to the poor. Nothing is left to
chance. The book even spells out
how the mother is to greet her
newly-circumcised son: "Mazel-
tov; you are a litte Jewish boy
now/' though elsewhere the author
rightly states that circumcision "is
not a sacrament which inducts the
infant into Judaism." The volume
also includes the texts of .blessings

and prayers (some transliterated in
English characters), but their se-
lection seems quite arbitrary. Why J

for instance, the Shema and Psalm
cß.i (which have nothing to. do
with a Berit) should be featured in

full when. the special benedictions

following the ritual and the grace-

after':meals are omitted, is diffcult

to understand. .
The, main emphasis, however, is

duly placed on the rite itself, to-
gether . with its religious,. historical,

and medical. signiflcanèe. While the
author rightly points out that "the
medical, endorsement is not tb,e
glory of Judaism; it, is a footnote,'"
he mentions the interesting fads
that ,the, prothrombin level (the
substance necessary for bloodçlot-
ting which, if low, predispos.es to

free -bleeding), reaches norJ?al li-.

its only by the eighth day and that;
according to some recent. research,
circumcised men and their wives
are almost immune to certain types
of cancer. Useful, too, is the fairly
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comprehensive list of male and fe-
male names in Hebrew and English
(with their etymology) occupyig
the last fifteen pages of the volume.

The heart of the book (in more
than one sense) is devoted to, the
insistent and repeated plea of the
author, himself a professional M 0-

hel, that parents engage not physi-
cians but licensed Mohalim to per-
fòrm the operation. For the rite is
to be of the greatest religious, not

medical, signifcance. Even the
presence of a rabbi cannot turn an,

act performed as surgery into a
deeply religious symboL. In order
to strengthen their confdence in
the M ohel, the frightened parents

are painstakingly assured that the

religious practitioner, "constantly

progressing in skil and knowledge,
has rendered circumcision an art
of flawless perfection." Ths is of
course true, though hardly because
"all Iîstruments in use for circum-
cision today were invented and per-
fected by those who practiced Mi-
lah as a profession." The superi-

òi:ty of a ritual over a surgical

circ,umcision (acknowledged by
many doctors'themselves) is simply
due to the fact that the ritual act
is performed in accordance with di-
vine instructions, and that the tradi-
tional M ohel has nearly four thou-
s,and years of experience more be-
hiDd him than the modem surgeon.
In .fact, as timely and important as
the advice to prefer 'Mohalim to
I?l:ysicians would: have been ,a

warning against "ritual. èircumci:'
sers" employing untraditional me-
thodsand new-fangled instrents
which may;be religiously objection-
able and of questionable medical

value.
In the absence of any rival books

on the subject, Rabbi Gottlieb's
presentation. wil doubtless remain
the standard work in the field unti
superseded by another effort. It is
to be hoped, however, that any new
edition of the present volume wil
eliminate such exasperating howl-

ers as "There was a time when
gold coin was used (for the re~
d~mption of the fistborn), but
since . . . the United States went

off the gold standard, silver coins

have served the purpose" (in fact,
gold coins were never used, since
the Bible insists on silver curren-
cy), and "The rabbis of the Middle
Ages did not especialy favor con-
tinuation of redemption of the fist-
born . . . They could not abolish

it. But they limted. it by providing
that the ceremony need not be per-
formed if the mother was the
daughter of a Kohen or a Levite"

(ths is nonsense; the "limitation"
-far frqm being a medieval in-
novation-is implied in the origi-
mil biblical legislation and clearly
set fort in the Talmud (Bekhorot
13a, 47)). The addition of a bibli-
ography, listingbooks..,and artcles
for further reading" would, also en-

h~iice the' work as a handy guide
tó parents and educators.
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Tomer Devorah, by Rabbi MOSES CORDVERO, edited by Nissan
Waxan, with notes and supplements (New York: Shoshani
Publishig Company, 1960)

Reviewed by Nathan DrazIn

Rabbi Moses Cordovero (usually
abbreviated ReMaK) was born in .
Safed, Palestine, in 1552. He stud-
ied under two famous masters: Tal-
mud and law under Joseph Caro,
author of the Shulchan Arukh; and
Kabbalah under his brother-in-law,
Solomon Halevy Alkabetz, author
of the popular Sabbath hymn. Le-
khah Dodi. Cordovero's magnum
opus, Pardes Rimmonim ("Garden
of Pomegranates"), hailed as "the
clearest and most rational exposi-
tion of the main teachigs of Kab-
bal~," has been reprinted many
times. Parts of it have also been
translated into Latin.

The work under present consid-
eration, Tomer Devorah ("Pal of
Devorah"), is a treatise on Ìewish
ethics and morals. It is based whol-
ly on the doctrine of Imitatio Dei,

that man ought always wal in the
ways of God (Deut. 11: 22) by im-
itating His attributes of lovingkind-
ness, justice, and mercy"which em-
anate in boundless measure upon
al creatures, including the unde-

serving. The work may be said to
consist of two parts: the first chap-
ter deals with the thireen attributes
of God as found in Micah 7: 18-20,
and includes practical suggestions,

on how man may emulate each of
these loft attributes; the second

part consists of nine chapters that
deal with the ten Sefirot or emana-
tions of which the Kabbalah
speaks. Each of these Sefirot sug-
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gests an ethical ideal to which man
may aspire in order to be God-like.
While this second part of the work
is primarily based on the Kabba-
lah, the kabbalistic terms are held
down to a minimum, so that even
one . entirely unfamilar with the
Kabbalah may derive great profit
from ths work, ai outstanding
classic in Jewish ethical lierature.

Rabbi Nissan Waxan's chief
contribution in this publication is

that of makig available a well-
edited and beautifully printed copy
of the work. To appreciate his pain-
staking and devoted efforts, one
need only compare the present vol-
ume with any of the numerous edi-
tions of ths work that have ap-
peared in the past. The diference
is immediately apparent and strik-
ing. In addition, Rapbi Waxman
has contributed extensive notes,

helpful mdices, and a biographical
sketch of the author and his ties.

Moreover, he also contnbuted a
specially compiled "Symposium on
Lovingkiiqness" consisting of five
essays from the ethical teachings of
fiv.e saintly rabbis' and leaders of
the past two generations, most of

whom Rabbi Waxman had the good
fortune to have as his instructors
and mentors. ,The. editor also ii-
cluded tp~e. other interesting 'sup-
plements of his own that relate di-
rectly or indirectly to Cordovero'streatise. .
. This is the second volume that
Rabbi Waxman bas edited in the
last fifteen years. In 1946 he edited,
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together with Rabbi Michel Fein-
stein, Maalot ha-Torah ("The Vir-
tues of the Torah") by Rabbi Ab-
raham Ragoler of Vilna. Rabbi
Waxman obviously feels that good
ethical literature is both appropri-
ate and desirable for our present

generation. One senses this ,convic-
tion especially in the present voi~

ume in the inspiring quotations,
stories, and experiences he relates
in his notes of the immortal Cha-
fetz Chayyim and others; these
show how the wicked may be more
effectively influenced with love and
kindness than with zealous chastise-
ment and reproach. In our age of
ideological conflict it is well to

ponder this book's teaching unli-
mited love and mercy. Rabbis and
educators would certainly act wise-
ly in utilizing this work as a text
in special study groups.

The present reviewer wouid like
to offer a few suggestions for future
editions. A brief supplement to ex-
plain the Kabbalistic 'terms em-

ployed in Cordovero's treatise, that
may be .taken in part from Moses
Hayyim Luzzatto's General Princi-
ples of Kabbalah, would certaüiy
contribute to the greater apprecia-

tion of the work by the less ad-
vanced student. Also, the very fie

interpretation on pages 95 to 97,

primarily based on Isaiah 6: 8, 9,
ought also be credited to Binah la-
lttim of Rabbi Azariah Pigo (1579-
1647), chapter 62.

Moreover, the reviewer would
like to see the volume include dis-

cussion of the reason or reasons

that prompted Cordovero to name
his, work Tomer Devorah, taken

, from Judges 4:5. Was Cordovero
influenced by the fact that the He-
brew pronounciation of Devorah
has common elements with his own
surname? Or was he influenced by
the talmudic comment on Tomer
Devorah in M egilah 14a, in which
he saw the possible elaboration of
an important kabbalIstic notion that
is the kernel of all ethics? Or was
this treatise intended only as a
seventieth part of a much larger
work that Cordovero was contem-
plating, The Seventy Palms (Ex-
odus 15:27 and Numbers 33:9),
as indicated by the report of his

contemporary Rabbi Moses Basul-
lah, quoted on p. 2 of the present

volume? .
Despite these minor omissions,

Rabbi Nissan Waxman has pro":
duced a magnifcent little vòlume
for which he deserves the gratitude
of all lovers of Hebrew literature
in general and particularly students
of J ewIsh ethical literature.
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